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The Circus Comes to Iowa
Trump will be re-elected.

By Kurt Nimmo
Global Research, February 05, 2020

Region: USA
Theme: History

The Dem circus rolled into Iowa with an app to tabulate caucus results. It failed, miserably,
and by the time I read the news this morning, there were zero results. I had a good chuckle
over that one, especially after discovering the app was developed by an Obama lickspittle. 

.

.

Of all the possibilities for a company name, and to paraphrase Obama, who
thought Shadow, Inc. was a good idea? #IowaCaucuses
https://t.co/ZUdKB8v8rc

— Luis Feliz Leon ���� (@Lfelizleon) February 5, 2020

But what’s really amusing is the response by the propaganda media. After results finally did
trickle in later in the day, it was determined Joe Biden was left in the dust and this upset the
overpaid teleprompter readers who, of course, are expected to cheerlead the establishment
favorite. 

Chuck  Todd  On  Iowa  Results:  “Fourth  Place  For  Biden  Is  Catastrophic”
https://t.co/TrcoovUaub via @YouTube

— TheLastRefuge (@TheLastRefuge2) February 5, 2020

Yes, Todd, it is “catastrophic” for you, Hillary Clinton, and the rest of the establishment
parasites who tell us ad nauseam they’re “public servants,” when it fact they’re self-seeking
sociopaths  selected to  service  the financial  elite  while  peddling a  raft  of  lies  and blue sky
bullshit nobody believes anymore. 

But not to worry. Establishment Democrats managed to push Mayor Pete, now known as
Mayor Cheat (for declaring his victory prior to the arrival of fiddled results), up above Bernie
Sanders. 

As of right now in the Iowa Caucus count, Bernie Sanders is ahead in the
popular vote, and yet Pete Buttigieg leads in delegates. That is called a broken
system. pic.twitter.com/SHpzpKats2
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— Zach Carter (@zachdcarter) February 4, 2020

That’s right. Democrats out here in flyover country want Bernie Sanders because he’s not an
establishment Democrat.

Citizen Democrats want Bernie the same way citizen Republicans wanted and got Trump in
2016. Flyover Democrats and Republicans, generally ignored until  elections roll  around,
want change—not Obama fake establishment change but real change, the sort of change
the elite will never allow, not without bloodletting. 

It’s too bad. They will not get real, honest change—not without a revolution. 

I’m not sure Hillary Incorporated will be able to sideline Sanders like it did in 2016. People
are  warning  up  to  his  fantasy  socialism  and  basket  of  free  stuff  because—well,  because
they’ve been ripped off by the financial  elite for decades, the middle class is melting, and
the USG is lying about economic stats and feeding (through a bankster cartel masquerading
as a federal agency) made-up funny money into the Great Corporate Casino and using its
artificiality  to  argue  —as  the  Stable  Orange  Genius  tell  us—this  is  nothing  short  of  the
Greatest  Economy  Ever.  

The problem is most people don’t have a solid grasp of any of this. Millions believe a free
stuff economy is actually possible. It’s difficult to blame them. They’ve been ripped off for so
long they’ll vote for an avowed Marxist. 

The second sabotage of Bernie by the DNC in favor of Joe Biden—he appears to be suffering
from the early stages of senility—will piss off a lot of citizen Democrats. 

Mayor  Pete  will  not  remain at  the top of  the list  and like  Trump,  he’s  nowhere near
presidential material. Pete’s at the top of the list to block Bernie, but at the end of the day,
that dog don’t hunt. The child-sniffer Biden will  be hoisted to the top of the corrupt pile of
shit known as the DNC. 

And Trump will be re-elected. 

And there will be blood. 

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Kurt Nimmo writes on his blog, Another Day in the Empire, where this article was originally
published. He is a frequent contributor to Global Research.
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